
What can I do with a degree in…
Politics, Philosophy and Economics (PPE)

Why Warwick?

• Our graduates are the most often targeted by the UK’s top graduate employers

(Graduate Market 2017, research conducted by High Fliers Research)

• In the QS World University Rankings, Warwick is ranked in the top 25 in the world for

employer reputation (QS World University Rankings 2016/17)

• Warwick is highly ranked in the major university league tables: 9th overall in the

Times and Sunday Times (September 2017); 8th in the Complete University Guide

(April 2017); and 8th in the Guardian league table (May 2017)

Employment destinations of our recent graduates*: warwick.ac.uk/whatdowarwickgradsdo.

What do PPE graduates do?
Jobs of recent graduates include:
Associate Management Consultant, Civil Servant, Data Analyst, Equity Analyst, Graduate
Finance Trainee, Journalist, Marketing Executive, Parliamentary Assistant, Recruitment
Consultant, Research Assistant

Employers of recent graduates include:
Bank of England, Civil Service, Deloitte, Foreign and Commonwealth Office, Global
Recruitment Solutions, Lloyds Banking Group, PWC, Royal Mail, Cabinet Office, an MP,
Freelance

Further study undertaken by graduates includes:
MA Human Rights University College London

MSc Public Policy University College London

MSc in Advanced Computer Science with Internet
Economics

University of Liverpool

MSc in Comparative Social Policy University of Oxford

MPhil in Development Studies Clare Hall, Cambridge University



MA Anthropology Leiden University

MA in Economics The University of Warwick

MSc Public Policy and Development Paris School of Economics

MSc Marketing Management ESADE

BPhil in Philosophy University of Oxford

MA in political and legal theory The University of Warwick

Musical Theatre MA Royal Academy of Music

MSc Health Economics and Decision Modelling University of Sheffield

MSc Economics The University of Warwick

MA in Public Policy The University of Warwick

MA Sociology The University of Warwick

Professional Qualifications:

Graduate Diploma of Law University of Law

What do graduate recruiters look for?

 A good degree from a good university
 Work experience
 Involvement in extra-curricular activities
 The ability to describe and articulate their unique achievements and skills

Opportunities available at Warwick include:

• Academic study skills support

• Careers support from our professionally trained staff

• Opportunities to meet recruiters and attend events

• More than 200 clubs and societies

• Help finding work experience

• Free careers support after graduation

*The government requires all universities to survey graduates six months after they leave to ask about their
employment circumstances, through the Destinations of Leavers from Higher Education survey. For some

Jonathan Scott, PPE Alumnus 2015, Economics & Policy Associate, PwC
“I am fortunate enough to be able to use PPE on a daily basis at work, where I
evaluate ongoing international development projects. My PPE skill set means I can
engage in hypothesis-driven approaches to thinking and writing: meaning that I can
design research, collect data, implement statistical and qualitative analysis, and draw
conclusions based on what I find.
Politics has also taught me the importance of identifying key change makers to have
conversations with to make these evaluations useful and impactful in changing public
policy both in the UK and abroad. I am looking to present findings from my work at a
prestigious academic conference in September 2017. Despite not pursuing an
explicitly academic career pathway, writing a dissertation in my final year means I still
have the skills to research and present confidently at international conferences.”



career paths graduates need to gain relevant experience, often at non-graduate level. It may therefore take
some graduates longer than others to secure a graduate-level job.


